An art that is alive does not reproduce the past; it continues it. - Auguste Rodin
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May 2021 - Exciting News!
Two New Fast-Rising
Discoveries - Alberto Gayoso
and Claire Murray
For Over 23 years, we have been serving
collectors worldwide. Our clients are literally
on the five continents.
With decades of experience in London, Paris, and New York, we have
successfully promoted unique artists from all around the world.
Permanently accessible, anywhere, anytime, our showcases reveal the
real talent of the artists we have chosen to promote.
With this fantastic digital tool, we use virtuality to reach collectors

worldwide and move them closer into a direct and personalized
connection with professional experts who wish to share their passion for
art.
We aim to inform, explain, teach, reveal, to lead to an excellent value
buy.
Then we wish to continue the relationship because it is not just about
selling; it is about durable emotions and value.
Alberto Gayoso and Claire Murray joined our group only a few
weeks ago and already got an almost unanimous appreciation.
I am very proud to have discovered these promising artists and
revealed all their beautiful creations to you.
Enjoy and remember that it is better to catch the future masters
of tomorrow at their emergence. Supporting them today boosts
their ascension and enriches your collections.

ALBERTO GAYOSO

Alberto Gayoso is a
Peruvian/American artist
currently living and
working in Lima, Peru.
With an irrepressible need
to create, Alberto Gayoso
expresses his deepest
emotions in abstract
expressionist
compositions.

Contacto - 2021
Acrylic and charcoal on
canvas
130 x 152 cm
Private Collection

CLAIRE MURRAY
We are proud to present the creations
by Claire Murray, an English artist
currently living and working in
England.
With great mastery, Claire brings her
feelings and vision of the world
through an original expressionist
abstraction. Beautiful colors, subtle
transparencies in harmonious
compositions.

Sheer Force - 2021
90 x 70 cm

SUCCESS STORIES
Uniqueness, talent, and hard work are essential ingredients for success. We scout
for new exceptional talents that we promote in the international art scene. By
encouraging them, savvy collectors who recognize our choices contribute to their
ascension. The public and time are the best critics.
Signs of fast, promising, and well-deserved success stories are already visible. We
can predict that Alberto Gayoso and Claire Murray will follow the trail of our
bestsellers such as Cosmina or Nicolae A. Ene, among others.
A smart move for savvy art lovers is to grab artworks of these artists when they
are emerging and temporarily at a very affordable price.

Our website is not a catalog. It is a showcase visible 24/7/365 worldwide
and constantly renewed with selections from the artists' collections. It is
an incentive to establish a dialogue with our experts who will guide you
and help you buy with discernment artworks from the artists we
represent.
Visit our website regularly: https://laniado-finearts.com

ARTISTS STATEMENTS (excerpts)
Beto Gayoso
... I decide to choose the act of painting as a communication method that lasts in
time, in which the layers, the time, and the trace of a great event can be revealed.
The accumulation of skins of drawings and paintings allows me to go back in time and
freely choose the path that I consider can build a sincere expression ...

Claire Murray
... There is no attempt to recreate a perfect ‘scene’, but to convey textures, colour
palette and light of exterior (and sometimes interior) spaces we all recognise,
remember or imagine. I explore ideas of exposure and sanctuary, the idea that the
landscape is at once beautiful, safe, romantic and soft, but also treacherous, sinister
and often dangerous. Dangerous conditions masquerading as beauty. The elements:
water, earth, air and sky are present in almost all of the pieces, suggesting a natural
order, balance, drama and fragility of our environment.
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